
From Development Management

Consultation on
Planning Application
Date: 11/01/2019
Reference: OUT/2019/0022

CONSULTATION UNDER TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING ACT 1990
Proposal:
Outline application for the demolition of all existing buildings and the erection of up
to 550 dwellings and creation of associated vehicular accesses to Tamworth Road and Fivefield
Road, pedestrian/cycle and emergency accesses, diversion of public rights of way, highway
improvements to Fivefield Road, parking, landscaping, drainage features, open space and
associated infrastructure, with all matters to be reserved except access points into the site.
At:

Land at Fivefield Road and Tamworth Road

The application will be available to view online by holding down the control key and
clicking here to view.
Or paste the link below into your internet browser
http://planning.coventry.gov.uk/portal/servlets/ApplicationSearchServlet?PKID=800254
In line with established practice you are requested to respond with your comments, using the pro
forma below, within 14 days of the date of this notice.
Any comments proposing pre-commencement conditions must be received within 14 days in order to
allow for sufficient time to give notice to the applicant in accordance with the Town and Country
Planning (Pre-commencement Conditions) Regulations 2018.
Please email complete pro forma response to planning@coventry.gov.uk
IN CASE THE MEMBER OF STAFF IS OUT OF THE OFFICE. THANK YOU
The Personal Data being provided to you via this link is being disclosed to enable you to fulfil your role as a
member of the Council. Please remember that Personal Data should only be used in accordance with the
requirements of the Data Protection Act 1998 and related regulations.

If you require any further information please contact the case officer:
Nigel Smith
Tel: 024 7683 1246
Email: nigel.smith@Coventry.gov.uk
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Date: 14 November 2019
Comments from: Highways Development Management, Coventry City Council
Re: OUT/2019/0022
No Comments
No Objection
No Objection Subject to Conditions
Objection
Further information Requested

X

Comments
Transport Assessment – Junction Assessments
Section 1.4 of the TA lists a series of off-site highway improvements which have been agreed with the
promoters of OUT/2014/2282, Lioncourt (being taken forward under reserved matters application
RMM/2019/1030 by Taylor Wimpey). The proposal from Bellway under consideration here will have
further impacts on the junctions in the area.
Junctions have been assessed my mode transport planning within their submitted transport
assessment (TA).
The TA modelling work has been correlated to the City Council’s CASM model analyse the traffic flows
through various junctions at specific points into the future:
a) Scenario 2026 Do Minimum (DM) – baseline with committed development (Inc. 800
consented SUE dwellings) and associated agreed infrastructure improvements;
b) Scenario 2026 Do Something (DS1) – The 2026 DM scenario PLUS the proposed development
of 550 dwellings; and
c) Sensitivity Test Scenario 2026 DS2 – The 2026 DM scenario PLUS three development sites
(the 550 dwellings from the application site, 500 dwellings at Thompson’s Farm and 450
dwellings East of Bennetts Road).
The review of he junction modelling is appended to this response in tabular form.
It was agreed that 4 site access and 8 off-site junctions should be assessed:
Site Access Junctions
• Access Junction 1: B4098 Tamworth Road/North Site Access (Small Parcel)
• Access Junction 2: B4098 Tamworth Road/South Site Access (Small Parcel)
• Access Junction 3: B4098 Tamworth Road/Main Site Access (Large Parcel)
• Access Junction 4: Fivefield Road/Main Site Access (Large Parcel)
Off-Site Junctions
• Junction 1: B4098 Tamworth Road/ Fivefield Road
• Junction 2: B4098 Tamworth Road/Long Lane
• Junction 3: Fivefield Road/Bennetts Road
• Junction 4: Bennetts Road/Watery Lane
• Junction 5: Bennetts Road South/Penny Park Lane
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• Junction 6: Long Lane/Brownshill Green Road/B4076 Coundon Wedge Drive/Wall Hill Road
• Junction 7: Bennetts Road South/Sandpits Lane
• Junction 8: Tamworth Road/Sandpits Lane
The site access junctions all operate within capacity in all three scenarios.
Off-site junctions 1, 5, 6 and 7 all operate within capacity in all three scenarios.
Off-site Junction 4 – Bennetts Road / Watery Lane: Model outputs have not been provided for the
DS2 scenario. However, the proposed Keresley SUE Link Road will cross Bennetts Road at, or very
close to, this junction. In this case the model outputs are not required.
Off-site junctions 2, 3 and 8 exhibit queueing and delay in the following circumstances:
Junction 2 – B4098 Tamworth Road/Long Lane
A significant delay arises in the 2026 DS2 AM peak on the Tamworth Road North arm (southbound
traffic entering the junction from the north). The Provision of the Keresley SUE Link Road would not
be sufficient to mitigate the impact of the cumulative development therefore further mitigation
would be required in addition.
The junction has been modelled as a single roundabout whereas the likelihood is that two linked
roundabouts will be constructed in a dumbbell formation. A S106 contribution has been secured
from Lioncourt under OUT/2014/2282 for the construction of one of these roundabouts.
It is suggested that the applicant contributes the value of the second roundabout scheme as part of
the section 106 agreement. The City Council can then construct the whole scheme together rather
than in a piecemeal fashion.
Junction 3 – Fivefield Road/Bennetts Road
Delays occur in both the AM and PM peaks in the DS2 scenario however it has been proposed that
Fivefield Road will be closed to through traffic at some point during the period in which this 550dwelling site is built out. This fact would remove congestion at the Bennetts Road junction so the
need to mitigate the impact here would fall away.
Junction 8 – Tamworth Road/Sandpits Lane
This junction is already being improved by CCC with contributions secured under OUT/2014/2282.
This improvement scheme has been included in the assessments carried out by mode transport
planning but is shown to be operating over capacity in two of the three scenarios (AM of 2026 DM
and AM of 2026 DS1). If the Keresley SUE Link Road is in place, even with the three housing schemes
in place the junction operates satisfactorily. Because of this, and the commitment of CCC to
construct the link road, no further mitigation at this location will be sought. Instead the LHA will be
seeking enhancements to sustainable travel modes to reduce the traffic impacts at this junction,
particularly in the intervening years before the link road is built. If this proves impossible to achieve,
mitigation will need to be provided for the pre-Link Road scenario.
The Keresley SUE Link Road beyond the application site is being promoted by Coventry City Council
on the basis that it is to be funded by developments along or adjacent to its proposed route. It was
included in the Local Plan process culminating in publication in December 2017.
With this in mind, CCC expects this developer to fund a proportionate part of the Link Road beyond
their site boundary in a similar way to other promoters within the Keresley SUE. Logically, any section
of the link road falling within their own site will be built by the developer with the value of this section
being deducted from the Link Road total cost so that the applicant is not overpaying.
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Site Layout
The proposal suggests (TA para. 1.1.5) that no internal vehicle connection will be provided between
Tamworth Road to Fivefield Road other than pedestrian and cycle routes.
The zone through which the Keresley SUE link road is to be built is adequately indicated on the Access
& Infrastructure Parameter Plan (C3159 PL010 Rev B) which Highways received on 28 October 2019.
This will permit the connections to be made without having to apply for amendments in respect of this
aspect.
Given that the neighbouring site (Taylor Wimpey) is now subject to a reserved matters application
which is considering the layout, it would be extremely useful if the latest revision of the Bellway
proposal shows the likely connections between the two sites. In the absence of this I would
recommend that nothing is fixed in terms of connections into the Taylor Wimpey development, even
though this would ordinarily be classed as access in planning terms.
Accident Data
Section 3.5 of the TA lists the personal injury accident and analysis indicates that there has been a low
number of incidents and little correlation as to how accidents occurred.
Walking and Cycling Distances
Section 3.6 discusses walking and cycling with references to specific roads and their adjacent facilities.
The isochrones shown for a 30-minute walking distance using public rights of way and the 15/30minute cycling distance have been updated by the applicant’s consultants mode transport planning.
Public Rights of Way
Two public footpaths are affected by the development.
Footpath MD15 from Fivefield Road runs generally in a southerly direction for approximately 400m to
its junction with Footpath MD13 where it enters from the Taylor Wimpey site to the south west and
then continues south east for another 230m before crossing Hall Brook and leaving the site.
Footpath MD13 crosses the site between its junction with Footpath MD15 in a north easterly direction
for approximately 180m before leaving the site into a meadow. The approximate current routes are
shown in yellow on the image below.
The illustrative masterplan (IDP Architects drawing C3159 PL006) neither takes account of these
public footpaths nor offers suitable legible corridors within which the paths could successfully
continue to offer good accessibility.
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It is important that the public rights of way provide
a connectivity function within the development,
over and above simply being subsumed into the
street network or alongside rear garden fences.
In the extract shown here the proposal is to divert
the public footpath around three sides of a
rectangle. This is not in line with the principles of
connectivity and personal security and needs to be
or changed to something more acceptable.

Destinations within and beyond the SUE are what the routes should give access to, so they need to be
reasonably direct and on logical desire lines. Examples of important destinations are bus stops (or
transport hubs), schools and local facilities.
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It is suggested that the applicant takes this into account and that the detailed layout, which is a
reserved matter, specifically addressing the routes and construction standards needed to allow them
to be enhanced to make the development more connected and permeable for non-motorised users.
It could well be that either or both of the public footpaths are upgraded in status to bridleways or cycle
tracks so that more users can legally access the network. It is also likely that they will need to be
constructed as hard-surfaced paths, designed and built to adoptable standards.
A section of Footpath MD13 to the east of this site runs through meadows and is not currently subject
to any planning applications. Although it may have been allocated as part of the wider SUE the land
through which the footpath runs currently suffers the effects of poor resurfacing attempts by the
occupier, in conjunction with its use as equine grazing. It would be appropriate to seek a contribution
from the applicant towards improving the public footpath to an all-weather surface to connect to
Bennetts Road until such time as the land in question separately comes forward for planning
permission. The local highway authority would then seek to improve the path using the agreed
contribution and it may or may not remain on this alignment if the land is developed.
It is notable that the revised Access and Infrastructure Parameter Plan does not show any of the
suggestions outlined above and as such cannot form the basis of an approved plan unless it is
amended.
Public Transport
Section 3.7 describes the nearest bus stops on Tamworth Road and Bennetts Road.
The current services along Tamworth Road are of such low frequency that they can effectively be
disregarded in terms of providing a viable service into the city. At 3 buses per day into Coventry it is
not a service that can be relied upon at the moment for flexible travel options.
This corridor could however provide high quality and relatively fast connection into Coventry without
the inconvenience of traffic calming features which Bennetts Road suffers. The provision of a loop into
the site from Tamworth Road is to be welcomed. To ensure that a viable bus service can run along
Tamworth Road and serve the development, a financial contribution to fund new bus resources and
infrastructure will be required as part of the S106 agreement. Given the current low frequency of
services this contribution could be significant but may taper off if connections are made into other
developers’ parcels which have access to Bennetts Road with its more frequent services.
The nearest city-bound bus stop on Bennetts Road at its junction with Fivefield Road is 800m from the
centre of the larger development parcel which is significantly above the 400m maximum walking
distance recommendations contained in the Coventry Connected SPD (July 2018) and the 300m
distance described in the CIHT Buses in Urban Developments (January 2018). Whilst a degree of
flexibility on the walking catchment is appropriate, it would be unreasonable to rely on a distance
twice the recommendation in the CIHT document, as the applicant is suggesting.
The LHA considers that the existing bus stops served by the high frequency 16 service along Bennetts
Road are not conveniently located and will not result in the levels of bus patronage / modal shift
required for a new development of this size. It would therefore be appropriate to provide public
transport access into the development which also links to a high-frequency service into Coventry. It is
understood that this is the intention of the developer but whatever is proposed, this will need to be
acceptable to Transport for the West Midlands and bus operators as well as ourselves.
Bus access into and through the site is essential to improve the sustainable transport credentials of
the development. Linkages to and from the adjacent parcels will be needed to allow an efficient bus
route therefore it is crucial at this stage that options are investigated and put forward for agreement.
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It is accepted that the initial bus route provision will not reflect the final network but something more
than the loop off Tamworth Road needs to be committed at this stage. Access to and from the
Keresley SUE link road is needed suggesting that two additional points of access are required from the
site.
•

There is an indicative pedestrian link labelled 17 on the illustrative masterplan which needs to
be for all vehicles so that the Tamworth Road loop can be connected to the link road via the
Lioncourt/TW site.

•

Near the POS labelled 13 on the masterplan is where the route of the proposed link road enters
the site and it traverses east towards a point just northwest of point 11 (future development
land). The spine road for Bellway needs to join with this corridor to allow the eastern parcel to
have a connection to the highway network in this direction and be bus accessible.

The consultant on page 4 of their PTS (paragraph 5.1) states that the application site is positioned
close to bus services that form part of the West Midlands public transport network. Whilst this is
technically correct, the bus service closest to the site does not offer a realistic option for travel for most
passengers. Neither this or the high frequency service 16 offers direct travel to Coventry Railway
Station, which is something which should be addressed as part of the PTS.
To summarise the bus proposals, the developer’s single preferred option is not enough to create a
sustainable transport strategy which would integrate the site with the rest of the SUE or important
destinations such as mainline railway stations.
The remaining elements of the PTS are all sensible interventions and subject to agreeing the service
routes and frequencies, will undoubtedly develop over time. The locations of bus stops designed to
meet the 400m maximum walking distance will require bus service penetration from several directions
including via road infrastructure on other parcels. No mention has been made of bus shelters or real
time passenger information designed to make bus travel more accessible for more users. Further
comment on the bus services is made below in relation to the residential travel plan.
Local Facilities
The inclusion at paragraph 3.9.5 of the Keresley “Local Centre” is optimistic because it suggests that
it is conveniently located for residents of the development. By measuring the distance from the centre
of the site via Fivefield Road and Bennetts Road the distance for pedestrians is significant at over
1.7km. As the applicant has stressed in paragraph 3.9 (1.1.1) on page 29 of the TA “it is important to
ensure that there are public transport services that are accessible from the site”, it reinforces the point
about proximity both to bus stops and local facilities. No-one is going to walk 800m to a bus stop to
catch a bus to go another 900m, but they may make a journey to the convenience store by bus if they
are close to a stop within the development.
The Lioncourt outline consent (OUT/2014/2282) will provide local facilities adjacent to Bennetts Road.
Residential Travel Plan
It is appreciated that the RTP is a document which the house builder will adopt. That being said, it is
important at this stage that measures are agreed which are SMART (specific, measurable, achievable,
realistic and time-bound). Via discussions between the LHA and mode transport planning it has been
agreed that the LHA will be seeking best-in-class incentives towards sustainable travel as opposed to
simply mitigating the traffic impact at all junctions. This is crucial at this site because of the recognised
constraints on seamless travel into Coventry caused by the existing local road network and a lack of
high-quality cycle routes to important destinations.
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The aim in the submitted RTP is for a 5% move away from single occupancy car journeys to more
sustainable modes. The baseline is currently 67% mode share driving a car or van, taken from the
Census 2011 Journey to Work dataset. The transfer of the first 5% to other modes is aimed at reducing
this to 62% in the period of monitoring. Baseline surveys will confirm the initial mode split but this
should not be used to start from a worse position than 67% if car use is higher.
It is felt that an earlier target would be appropriate to aim for a 5% reduction in single occupancy car
within 5 years of the first occupancy or the completion of the last dwelling whichever is sooner.
Additionally, it would be sensible to aim for specific increases in cycling and bus patronage.
Turning to the measures being promoted by the applicant, a number of “viable” walking, cycling,
public transport and low emissions measures have been identified.
Walking & Cycling – The provision of on-site walking and cycling routes to all bus stops is welcomed.
Maps and information boards would be provided to residents, as would promotional information
regarding events, health benefits and training. The only physical measures in this part of the RTP are
the cycle storage facilities within the curtilages of properties and the walking/cycling routes.
Public Transport – Paragraph 7.3.3 refers to the nearest bus services 17B, 735 and 16A. There are issues
with all three:
•
•
•

The 17B was cancelled earlier this year
Service 735 only runs two daily weekday buses to Coventry
The stops for service 16 are, as previously described, too far away to be convenient.

Paragraph 7.3.4 suggests that the site is accessible to two well-served rail interchanges at Coventry
Area and Coventry Railway Stations. The LHA does not accept this statement. Train services through
Coventry Arena are only hourly so this is not considered to be a viable destination for onward travel.
Coventry Railway Station is not readily accessible by bus without changing services and it does not
have a suitable traffic-free cycling route from Keresley. The offer of publicising public transport
information and journey planning services will only succeed if sustainable front door to place of work
options actually exist. That is why this travel plan considered alongside the lack of any physical
improvements to the off-site infrastructure is unlikely to succeed.
Low Emission Vehicles – no information is provided as to what the proposals are so this needs to be
clarified. Details of car sharing initiatives are welcomed however because this is a very easy way to
improve a site’s sustainable credentials especially when employees travel patterns coincide.
Parking for EVs – Paragraphs 4.4.8 & 4.4.9 of the RTP discusses EV charging points. The City Council
has a target of 5% of all car parking spaces to provide electric vehicle charging so that current and
future mobility options are integrated into the design of new developments. There is a caveat in the
policy that if this can’t demonstrably be met then provision of ducting may be acceptable. For a brandnew residential development with on-plot parking for all dwellings there is no reason why every
household cannot be provided with an EV charging outlet. The expectation is that all plots will possess
infrastructure which would facilitate this, i.e. a connection from the household consumer unit to a
terminated location adjacent to their car parking space which simply needs a charger connecting and
making live. At least 5% of the dwellings should have the full system, the rest can be made ready for
chargers to be added. This is the sort of encouragement drivers need to help make them switch to
lower emissions vehicles.
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Public charging points are less likely to be needed on this site if householders have their own
equipment but where EV car clubs are proposed, they will need chargers to ensure that the vehicles
are always in a good state of charge prior to being used.
Planning Statement
The inclusion of necessary off-site highway works in the S106 heads of terms (or dealt with by
condition) is welcomed. The principle behind these needs to be agreed prior to determination
especially given the narrative within the TA which suggests that no works are required. Firm
commitment to enhancements to off-site cycling infrastructure is also necessary.
Conclusion
The outstanding matters require discussions between the LHA, the LPA and the applicant to run
through the concerns raised and to help guide the LPA in reaching its decision. To date, despite
changes made during more recent revisions there are a number of issues which need to be addressed.
Further information (if any)
Further contributions may be required towards the Keresley SUE Link Road once the value of the
total scheme is known.

Amendments Recommended
• Layout amended to reflect Taylor Wimpey reserved matters application
• Relocation of indicative route of link road
• Vehicular link into TW site
• The travel plan needs to link to, or take account of, improvements sought in this response
• Bus “penetration” of both parts of the site, not just the Tamworth Road loop option
• Public transport infrastructure improvements in the vicinity of the site
• Improvements to adjacent public rights of way connecting the site to the wider area
• Contributions towards sustainable transport infrastructure towards Coventry City Centre
• Contribution towards delivery of second roundabout at the Long Lane/Tamworth Road
junction to mitigate the cumulative impact of the SUE (RFC of 0.95 in the 2026 DS2
sensitivity test scenario)
Conditions Recommended (if any)
For the accesses – these can be specific to each parcel as per the suggestion below or
amalgamated into one condition with separate clauses for each one:
Tamworth Road Northern Parcel
No development hereby permitted shall take place until details of the proposed site access off
Tamworth Road have been submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority and
no part of the Tamworth Road Northern Parcel hereby permitted shall be occupied until the approved
works have been completed in accordance with the approved plans. The works shall be retained as
approved thereafter.
Tamworth Road Central Parcel
No development hereby permitted shall take place until details of the proposed site access off
Tamworth Road have been submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority and
no part of the Tamworth Road Central Parcel hereby permitted shall be occupied until the approved
works have been completed in accordance with the approved plans. The works shall be retained as
approved thereafter.
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Tamworth Road Main Parcel
No development hereby permitted shall take place until details of the proposed site access and
emergency access off Tamworth Road have been submitted to and approved in writing by the local
planning authority and no part of the Tamworth Road Main Parcel hereby permitted shall be occupied
until the approved works have been completed in accordance with the approved plans. The works shall
be retained as approved thereafter.
Fivefield Road Parcel
No development hereby permitted shall take place until details of the proposed site access and
emergency access off Fivefield Road have been submitted to and approved in writing by the local
planning authority and no part of the Fivefield Road Parcel hereby permitted shall be occupied until
the approved works have been completed in accordance with the approved plans. The works shall be
retained as approved thereafter.
Keresley SUE Link Road
No development hereby permitted shall take place until full engineering and constructional details of
the route of the Keresley SUE Link Road through the Fivefield Road Parcel have been submitted to
and approved in writing by the local planning authority and no part of the Fivefield Road Parcel south
of the Keresley SUE Link Road hereby permitted shall be occupied until the approved works have been
completed in accordance with the approved plans. The works shall be retained as approved thereafter.
Public Rights of Way – When the reserved matters application for the layout is submitted it must
contain specific details of the routes and construction of the two public rights of way crossing the site.
The current application includes an access and infrastructure plan which also must be updated to
indicate the proposed routes of these footpaths (MD13 and MD15) if this drawing is to be approved.
Construction Method Statement
No development shall take place, including any works of demolition, until a Construction Method
Statement has been submitted to, and approved in writing by the local planning authority. The
Statement shall provide for:
i)

the parking of vehicles of site operatives and visitors;

ii)

loading and unloading of plant and materials;

iii)

storage of plant and materials used in constructing the development;

iv)

the erection and maintenance of security hoarding including decorative displays and
facilities for public viewing, where appropriate;

v)

wheel washing facilities;

vi)

measures to control the emission of dust and dirt during construction;

vii)

a scheme for recycling/disposing of waste resulting from demolition and construction works.

viii)

details of delivery routes to the site from the A45, A444 and/or the M6

The approved Construction Method Statement shall be adhered to throughout the construction
period for the development.
Reason: In the interests of highway safety and the free flow of traffic
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REQUIRED INFORMATIVES:
Section 278 Agreement
•
Planning consent is not consent to work on the highway. To carry out any permanent offsite works associated with the planning consent you need approval from the Highway Authority.
Approval will take the form of a Section 278 Agreement and you should contact the Highway
Authority to instigate the process. It is strongly recommended that you make contact at the earliest
opportunity to allow time for the process to be completed as you will not be permitted to work on
the highway before it is complete. The developer is responsible for all costs. Commuted sums could
be required for specialist material or infrastructure for ongoing maintenance where the item in
question is above and beyond what is required for the safe and satisfactory functioning of the
highway. Please contact Highway Development Management 02476 833515 or
hdc@coventry.gov.uk;
•
The applicant is also reminded that as the developer or their contractors, they are
responsible for contacting the Highway Authority – 02476 832062 to ensure all necessary licenses
and permissions are in place. It is an offence under Section 148 and Section 151 of the Highways Act
1980 to deposit mud on the public highway and therefore you should take every effort to prevent
this occurring.
Please email response to planning@coventry.gov.uk
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Information Only
Attention/Action Required
Site Access Junction
~ Off-site junctions examined in Dec 2018 TA. (page 38 of Part 1 TA)

Junction Reference

Junction

Junction Type

Site Access 1

B4098 Tamworth Road/North Site Access
(Small Parcel)

Priority

Site Access 2

B4098 Tamworth Road/South Site Access
(Small Parcel)

Priority

Site Access 3

B4098 Tamworth Road/Main Site Access
(Large Parcel)

Priority

Site Access 4

Fivefield Road/Main Site Access (Large
Parcel)

Priority

J1

B4098 Tamworth Road/ Fivefield Road

Priority

J2

B4098 Tamworth Road/ Long Lane *

3-Arm Roundabout (upgrade of
upgrade of the existing priority
junction to a new roundabout
junction with toucan crossing as part
of PA ref. OUT/2014/2282)

J3

Fivefield Road/Bennetts Road (named J8 in
turning flow diagrams)

Priority

J4

Bennetts Road/Watery Lane

Priority

J5

Bennetts Road South/Penny Park Lane *

Priority (Improvement as part of
OUT/2014/2282 to include junction
widening and improvement and
crossings to Bennetts Road South and
Penny Park Lane)

J6

Long Lane/Brownshill Green Rd/Coundon
Wedge Dr/Wall Hill Rd

4-Arm Roundabout

Bennetts Road South/Sandpits Lane *

3-arm Signalised junction (MOVA
improvement as part of
OUT/2014/2282 )

Tamworth Road/Sandpits Lane *

Signalised Junction (upgrade of the
existing priority junction to a new
signalised junction as part of PA ref
OUT/2014/2282)

J7

J8

*It should be noted that Junctions 2 (Tamworth Road/Long Lane), 5 (Bennetts Road South/Penny
infrastructure improvements/contributions.

Signalised?

Junction Screenshots (Google Maps)

No

N/A

No

N/A

No

N/A

No

N/A

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

y Park Lane), 7 (Bennetts Road South/Sandpits Lane ) and 8 (Tamworth Road/Sand

Base Model Validation Checks

N/A.
This is a new site access junction. The proposed junction layout
are provided in Appendix E of the TA.

N/A.
This is a new site access junction. The proposed junction layout
are provided in Appendix E of the TA.

N/A.
This is a new site access junction. The proposed junction layout
are provided in Appendix E of the TA.

N/A.
This is a new site access junction. The proposed junction layout
are provided in Appendix E of the TA.

The 2013 Base Year model outputs, marked-up geometric plans
of the existing junction layout and queue data are not provided
within the TA. It is therefore not possible at this stage to confirm
whether the base models are validated or not. We however
presume that these bases models are acceptable to CCC and
therefore no further action is required.

N/A (Junction is to be upgraded)

The 2013 Base Year model outputs, marked-up geometric plans
of the existing junction layout and queue data are not provided
within the TA. It is therefore not possible at this stage to confirm
whether the base models are validated or not. We however
presume that these bases models are acceptable to CCC and
therefore no further action is required.

The 2013 Base Year model outputs, marked-up geometric plans
of the existing junction layout and queue data are not provided
within the TA. It is therefore not possible at this stage to confirm
whether the base models are validated or not. We however
presume that these bases models are acceptable to CCC and
therefore no further action is required.

N/A (Junction is to be upgraded)

The 2013 Base Year model outputs, marked-up geometric plans
of the existing junction layout and queue data are not provided
within the TA. It is therefore not possible at this stage to confirm
whether the base models are validated or not. We however
presume that these bases models are acceptable to CCC and
therefore no further action is required.

N/A (Junction is to be upgraded)

N/A (Junction is to be upgraded)

Road/Sandpits Lane) have been modelled and assessed as the mitigated junction forms proposed wit

Land at Fivefield Road and Tamworth Road - TA Review

2026 Future Year Traffic Flow Checks

CASM Flows comparison with Turning Flow diagrams
provided in Appendix I of TA

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

~ Comparisons show flows are accurate for all scenarios:
2026 DM, DS1 and DS2 scenarios.

~ Comparisons show flows are accurate for all scenarios:
2026 DM, DS1 and DS2 scenarios.

~ Comparisons show flows are accurate for all scenarios:
2026 DM, DS1 and DS2 scenarios.

~ Comparisons show flows are accurate for all scenarios:
2026 DM, DS1 and DS2 scenarios.

~ Comparisons show flows are accurate for all scenarios:
2026 DM, DS1 and DS2 scenarios.

~ Comparisons show flows are accurate for all scenarios:
2026 DM, DS1 and DS2 scenarios.

~ Comparisons show flows are accurate for all scenarios:
2026 DM, DS1 and DS2 scenarios.

~ Comparisons show flows are accurate for all scenarios:
2026 DM, DS1 and DS2 scenarios.

the mitigated junction forms proposed within the approved 800 dwelling application; as referenced previously in Section 1.4

and Tamworth Road - TA Review

2026 Future Year Traffic Flow Checks

Flows entered into Junctions 9 Outputs comparison with Turning Flow diagrams

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

~ 2026 DM AM: OD Flows entered into Junctions 9 2026 DM AM are reasonable. Heavy Vehicle
Percentages are reasonable. ~ 2026 DM PM: OD Flows entered into Junctions 9 2026 DM PM
are reasonable. Heavy Vehicle Percentages are reasonable. ~ 2026 DS1 AM: OD Flows entered
into Junctions 9 2026 DS1 AM are reasonable. Heavy Vehicle Percentages are reasonable. ~
2026 DS1 PM: OD Flows entered into Junctions 9 2026 DS1 AM are reasonable. Heavy Vehicle
Percentages are reasonable. ~ 2026 DS2 AM: OD Flows entered into Junctions 9 2026 DM AM
are reasonable. Heavy Vehicle Percentages are reasonable. ~ 2026 DS2 PM: OD Flows entered
into Junctions 9 2026 DM PM are reasonable. Heavy Vehicle Percentages are reasonable.

~ 2026 DM AM: OD Flows entered into Junctions 9 2026 DM AM are reasonable. Heavy Vehicle
Percentages are reasonable. ~ 2026 DM PM: OD Flows entered into Junctions 9 2026 DM PM
are reasonable. Heavy Vehicle Percentages are reasonable. ~ 2026 DS1 AM: OD Flows entered
into Junctions 9 2026 DS1 AM are reasonable. Heavy Vehicle Percentages are reasonable. ~
2026 DS1 PM: OD Flows entered into Junctions 9 2026 DS1 AM are reasonable. Heavy Vehicle
Percentages are reasonable. ~ 2026 DS2 AM: OD Flows entered into Junctions 9 2026 DM AM
are reasonable. Heavy Vehicle Percentages are reasonable. ~ 2026 DS2 PM: OD Flows entered
into Junctions 9 2026 DM PM are reasonable. Heavy Vehicle Percentages are reasonable.

~ 2026 DM AM: OD Flows entered into Junctions 9 2026 DM AM are reasonable. Heavy Vehicle
Percentages are reasonable. ~ 2026 DM PM: OD Flows entered into Junctions 9 2026 DM PM
are reasonable. ~ 2026 DS1 AM: OD Flows entered into Junctions 9 2026 DS1 AM are
reasonable. Heavy Vehicle Percentages are reasonable. ~ 2026 DS1 PM: OD Flows entered into
Junctions 9 2026 DS1 AM are reasonable. Heavy Vehicle Percentages are reasonable. ~ 2026
DS2 AM: OD Flows entered into Junctions 9 2026 DM AM are reasonable. Heavy Vehicle
Percentages are reasonable. ~ 2026 DS2 PM: OD Flows entered into Junctions 9 2026 DM PM
are reasonable. Heavy Vehicle Percentages are reasonable.

~ 2026 DM AM: OD Flows entered into Junctions 9 2026 DM AM are reasonable. Heavy Vehicle
Percentages are reasonable. ~ 2026 DM PM: OD Flows entered into Junctions 9 2026 DM PM
are reasonable. ~ 2026 DS1 AM: OD Flows entered into Junctions 9 2026 DS1 AM are
reasonable. Heavy Vehicle Percentages are reasonable. ~ 2026 DS1 PM: OD Flows entered into
Junctions 9 2026 DS1 AM are reasonable. The DS2 scenario model outputs is required for
checking, this has not been provided with the TA.

~ 2026 DM AM: OD Flows entered into Junctions 9 2026 DM AM are reasonable. Heavy Vehicle
Percentages are reasonable. ~ 2026 DM PM: OD Flows entered into Junctions 9 2026 DM PM
are reasonable. ~ 2026 DS1 AM: OD Flows entered into Junctions 9 2026 DS1 AM are
reasonable. Heavy Vehicle Percentages are reasonable. ~ 2026 DS1 PM: OD Flows entered into
Junctions 9 2026 DS1 AM are reasonable. ~ 2026 DS2 AM: OD Flows entered into Junctions 9
2026 DM AM are reasonable. Heavy Vehicle Percentages are reasonable. ~ 2026 DS2 PM: OD
Flows entered into Junctions 9 2026 DM PM are reasonable. Heavy Vehicle Percentages are
reasonable.

~ 2026 DM AM: OD Flows entered into Junctions 9 2026 DM AM are reasonable. Heavy Vehicle
Percentages are reasonable. ~ 2026 DM PM: OD Flows entered into Junctions 9 2026 DM PM
are reasonable. ~ 2026 DS1 AM: OD Flows entered into Junctions 9 2026 DS1 AM are
reasonable. Heavy Vehicle Percentages are reasonable. ~ 2026 DS1 PM: OD Flows entered into
Junctions 9 2026 DS1 AM are reasonable. ~ 2026 DS2 AM: OD Flows entered into Junctions 9
2026 DM AM are reasonable. Heavy Vehicle Percentages are reasonable. ~ 2026 DS2 PM: OD
Flows entered into Junctions 9 2026 DM PM are reasonable. Heavy Vehicle Percentages are
reasonable.

~ 2026 DM AM: OD Flows entered into Junctions 9 2026 DM AM are reasonable. Heavy Vehicle
Percentages are reasonable. ~ 2026 DM PM: OD Flows entered into Junctions 9 2026 DM PM
are reasonable. ~ 2026 DS1 AM: OD Flows entered into Junctions 9 2026 DS1 AM are
reasonable. Heavy Vehicle Percentages are reasonable. ~ 2026 DS1 PM: OD Flows entered into
Junctions 9 2026 DS1 AM are reasonable. ~ 2026 DS2 AM: OD Flows entered into Junctions 9
2026 DM AM are reasonable. Heavy Vehicle Percentages are reasonable. ~ 2026 DS2 PM: OD
Flows entered into Junctions 9 2026 DM PM are reasonable. Heavy Vehicle Percentages are
reasonable.

~ 2026 DM AM: OD Flows entered into Junctions 9 2026 DM AM are reasonable. Heavy Vehicle
Percentages are reasonable. ~ 2026 DM PM: OD Flows entered into Junctions 9 2026 DM PM
are reasonable. ~ 2026 DS1 AM: OD Flows entered into Junctions 9 2026 DS1 AM are
reasonable. Heavy Vehicle Percentages are reasonable. ~ 2026 DS1 PM: OD Flows entered into
Junctions 9 2026 DS1 AM are reasonable. ~ 2026 DS2 AM: OD Flows entered into Junctions 9
2026 DM AM are reasonable. Heavy Vehicle Percentages are reasonable. ~ 2026 DS2 PM: OD
Flows entered into Junctions 9 2026 DM PM are reasonable. Heavy Vehicle Percentages are
reasonable.

oved 800 dwelling application; as referenced previously in Section 1.4, in relation to the

Modelling Scenarios: RFC/ DoS Comments

2026 DM

2026 DS1

N/A

max RFC recorded was in 2026 DS1 AM of
0.04

N/A

max RFC recorded was in 2026 DS1 AM of
0.02

N/A

max RFC recorded was in 2026 DS1 AM of
0.24

N/A

max RFC recorded was in 2026 DS1 AM of
0.22

~ East Arm Junction: max RFC recorded was
in 2026 DM AM of 0.06 . ~ North Arm
Junction: max RFC recorded was in 2026 DM
AM 0.64. ~ South Arm Junction: max RFC
recorded was in 2026 DM PM 0.06.

~ East Arm Junction: max RFC recorded in
2026 DS1 PM of 0.14. ~ North Arm Junction:
max RFC recorded in 2026 DS1 AM 0.74. ~
South Arm Junction: max RFC recorded in
2026 DS1 PM 0.15

max RFC recorded was in 2026 DM PM of
0.64.

max RFC recorded was in 2026 DS1 PM of
0.71.

max RFC recorded was in 2026 DM AM of
0.45.

max RFC recorded was in 2026 DS1 AM of
0.74.

max RFC recorded was in 2026 DM PM of
0.46.

max RFC recorded was in 2026 DS1 PM of
0.59.

max RFC recorded was in 2026 DM AM of
0.63.

max RFC recorded was in 2026 DS1 AM of
0.63.

max RFC recorded was in 2026 DM PM of
0.64.

max RFC recorded was in 2026 DS1 PM of
0.70.

Max DOS recorded was in 2026 DM PM of
79.3%. (below 90% threshold)

Max DOS recorded was in 2026 DS1 PM of
85.9%. (below 90% threshold)

Max DOS recorded was in 2026 DM AM of 2
arms operating above 90% DOS. Sandpits
Lane (94.3%) and Tamworth Road (N)
(93.6%).

Max DOS recorded was in 2026 DS1 AM of 2
arms operating above 90% DOS. Sandpits
Lane (95.2%) and Tamworth Road (N)
(94.5%).

2026 DS2

Mitigation
Provided?

N/A

Not required

N/A

Not required

N/A

Not required

N/A

Not required

~ East Arm Junction: max RFC recorded in
2026 DS2 of 0. ~ North Arm Junction: max
RFC recorded in 2026 DS2 PM of 0.69 ~
South Arm Junction: max RFC recorded in
2026 DS2 of 0

Not required

max RFC recorded was in 2026 DS2 AM of
0.95 on the Tamworth Road (N) arm

Mitigation is
required at this
junction with the
cumulative
development.

max RFC recorded was in 2026 DS2 AM of
0.91 on the Fivefield Road Arm.

Mitigation is
required at this
junction with the
cumulative
development.

Not checked. The model outputs for DS2
scenario has not been provided by the
applicant.

-

max RFC recorded was in 2026 DS2 PM of
0.25.

Not required

max RFC recorded was in 2026 DS2 PM of
0.75.

Not required

Max DOS recorded was in 2026 DS2 PM of
75.3%. (below 90% threshold)

Not required

Max DOS recorded was in 2026 DS2 AM of
79.8%. (below 90% threshold)

Nil Detriment
Mitigation
required or
contribution
towards the
Keresley Link Road
Scheme

Comments

Action Required

None

None

None

None

None

The provision of the Keresley Link Road would not be
sufficient to mitigate the impact of the cumulative
development. Therefore, further mitigation would be
required in addition to that.

The provision of the Keresley Link Road would not be
sufficient to mitigate the impact of the cumulative
development. Therefore, further mitigation would be
required in addition to that.

The applicant is requested to provided CCC with the DS2
scenario model outputs for checking.

None

None

None

This junction is predicated to operate over practical
capacity in the 2026 DM scenario, with conditions
worsening with the proposed development in the 2026
DS1 scenario. The provision of the Keresley Link Road
scheme in the DS2 2 (i.e. Cumulative Assessment)
improves conditions at the junction significantly.
It is therefore recommended that a 'Nil Detriment'
Mitigation Scheme / Contribution towards the Keresley
Link Road Scheme be sought from the applicant.

